Regulation in the face of uncertainty: the evidence on electronic nicotine delivery systems (e-cigarettes)
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Abstract: Tobacco smoking is the largest single preventable cause of many chronic diseases and death. Effective treatments exist; however, few smokers use them and most try to quit by themselves. Most of the tobacco cigarette’s toxicity is related to the combustion process. Models of harm reduction applied to tobacco suggest that switching from inhalation of combustible products to a noncombustible nicotine delivery product would likely result in a vast reduction in tobacco-related death and illness. Currently available evidence raises no doubt that electronic cigarettes (e-cigs) are by far less harmful than smoking (although probably not absolutely safe) and have the potential to be the most effective tobacco harm reduction products due to their unique property of resembling smoking and providing satisfaction to the user. A lot of controversy is surrounding e-cigs and their regulation, much of which is based on the precautionary principle. Although monitoring and further research is definitely needed, the arguments used to implement severe restrictions or bans are mostly hypothetical, weakly supported by evidence, and, in some cases, derived from mispresentation or misinterpretation of the study findings. Regulators should keep in mind that the target population is smokers who want to reduce or quit their deadly tobacco consumption. To achieve this goal, smokers should be honestly informed on the relative harmfulness of the different products. E-cigs are not tobacco products and are not used as medications. For this reason, a specific regulatory scheme is needed, separate from tobacco or medicinal products regulation. Regulation should implement specific quality criteria for products, rules for the exclusion of chemicals of reasonable concern, and appropriate testing for possible contaminants. Additionally, manufacturing standards derived from the food industry should be implemented and adjusted for specific conditions related to e-cigs. Finding the appropriate balance between safety and acceptability of use by smokers will be important in achieving the maximum public health benefit. Labeling should be specified, with warnings about exposure to skin or through ingestion and discouragement of use by nonsmokers, related to the presence of nicotine. Finally, advertising and marketing should not be banned, but appropriately regulated in order to encourage use by the intended population while avoiding use by never-smokers. E-cigs should be appealing to smokers (but not to nonsmokers), while availability and pricing should be strong competitive advantages of e-cigs relative to tobacco cigarettes.
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Introduction

Tobacco smoking is classified as a chronic relapsing mental disorder.1,2 Most users struggle to achieve long-term abstinence, and often relapse. Although the potential role of substances found in tobacco or its smoke other than nicotine has not been ruled out (eg, monoamine oxidase A and B inhibitors),3,4 nicotine is considered to be the main addictive
ingredient in tobacco that causes and sustains tobacco dependence.5 Tobacco smoking is the largest single preventable cause of many chronic diseases, including cancers, pulmonary, and cardiovascular diseases, and currently causes more than 5 million deaths worldwide each year.6 It is predicted that smoking will be responsible for approximately 1 billion tobacco-related deaths during the 21st century.7 Quitting early in life (before the age of 35 years) reduces by more than 90% the overall risk of morbidity and mortality both in men and women, but quitting at any age is beneficial.8,9 Effective treatments (including behavioral counseling, nicotine replacement therapy [NRT], bupropion, and varenicline) exist and are effective across a broad range of populations. But in practice, most smokers try to quit by themselves, which is the least effective method, and every year approximately 40% do quit for at least 1 day, but approximately 80% of smokers who attempt to quit on their own return to smoking within 1 month, and only 3% of smokers successfully quit each year.5 It is therefore important that efforts are made to reduce the harmfulness for those who cannot, or do not want to, stop.

Tobacco harm reduction

Cigarettes are the most deadly smoked tobacco product, because most toxicity is related to the burning process, and the health hazards of cigarette smoking are well known.8 Smoke is harmful (the combustion of any plant produces toxic substances such as carcinogens, carbon monoxide, oxidant gases, and solid fine particles), and smoking is the most addictive route of administration for a drug (eg, crack vs cocaine) because it rapidly delivers high doses of the drug to the brain.10,11 Nicotine is not completely harmless, but it is not responsible for most of the diseases due to tobacco use. Unfortunately, over the years, nicotine has been associated with tobacco-related diseases in many media campaigns against smoking. Because of this, there are strong barriers to the use of nicotine for the treatment of tobacco dependence, coming not only from tobacco users, but also from the medical community.12,13

Tobacco harm reduction is a strategy of reducing the net damage to health associated with the use of combustible tobacco products. Models of harm reduction applied to tobacco suggest that the use of noncombustible, less toxic, nicotine-containing products would be better than cigarette smoking and would limit tobacco-related deaths and disabilities. The sooner the action starts and the less hazardous the product is, the greater the harm reduction.14 Switching smokers from inhalation of combustible products to a noncombustible nicotine-delivery product would likely result in a vast reduction in tobacco-caused death and illness, via major reductions in lung cancer and chronic respiratory disorders.15 Until recently, two product categories were available for tobacco harm reduction: smokeless tobacco and NRT products. Smokeless tobacco products are not a homogeneous category, and the risk profile varies according to the products, but data from Sweden, where a large percentage of men use snus (a snuff product with reduced amount of nitrosamines) and the prevalence of smoking is lower than in other European country, show markedly lower rates of lung cancer compared with populations in other countries. Moreover, observational studies have also found that snus is used by many smokers to quit smoking.16 However, supplying snus is currently illegal in European Union (EU) countries other than Sweden. NRTs are generally regarded as safe even for long-term use, especially when compared to smoking.17,18 This has been recognized by medical authorities which propose the long-term use of NRTs as smoking substitutes.19,20 However, currently available NRT products have achieved only partial success with regard to these issues, because they provide nicotine at doses and rates of delivery that are a poor substitute for cigarettes. Despite that, it is reasonable to support that the ideal option, aside from quitting all nicotine use, would be for smokers to switch from cigarettes to a “clean nicotine delivery system”, even if that might maintain the dependence on nicotine.21

Electronic cigarettes

A new nicotine delivery device is now gaining increasing support from smokers: electronic cigarettes (e-cigs) or personal vaporizers. These are devices consisting of the battery part (usually lithium battery, disposable or rechargeable) and an “atomizer”, where liquid is stored and is aerosolized by applying energy and generating heat to a resistance coil encircling a wick. The liquid used mainly consists of propylene glycol, glycerol, water, flavorings (that may or may not be approved for food use), and nicotine. They were invented in 2003 by Hon Lik, a Chinese pharmacist, and, over the past years, awareness and use have grown exponentially.22–25 Initially, e-cigs were small devices resembling tobacco cigarettes in size and shape. Although these devices are still available on the market, more advanced devices have been developed in the past few years, with batteries of larger capacity and with integrated electronics that provide consumers the ability to adjust the functional characteristics and performance. Newer generation atomizers are refillable and have a transparent “window”, allowing consumers to visually determine when they need to be refilled. As a result
of rapid innovation, there is a large variability of e-cig products, with different combinations of atomizers and battery devices and a substantial number of e-cig liquids with different nicotine content and flavors.26,27 Besides variability, significant improvements in design characteristics, material choices (Pyrex glass instead of plastics, stainless steel instead of other metal alloys), and electronics (temperature control systems) have led to further improvements in terms of performance and safety.

E-cigs have the potential to be the most effective tobacco harm reduction product due to their unique property of resembling smoking in a way that no other product did until now. The visible aerosol (resembling smoke) that is exhaled and the motor and sensory stimulations could effectively address the psychobehavioral aspect of smoking dependence.28 This has been observed in preliminary studies using first-generation devices, which showed that although almost no nicotine was absorbed, smokers were able to suppress their nicotine craving by using these e-cigs.29,30 Newer generation products have been shown to be effective in delivering nicotine;31,32 therefore, e-cigs can also satisfy the pharmacological part of smoking dependence.

Controversy over e-cigs

There has been a strong debate and a lot of controversy surrounding e-cigs. There are strong supporters of e-cigs, thinking that they help in reduction or cessation of smoking, and equally strong opponents, thinking that they promote an addictive habit and endanger the long-term strategy of denormalizing smoking.33 Interestingly, it seems that the same e-cig characteristics and properties are perceived differently by the two sides: resemblance in experience to smoking and ability to deliver nicotine are perceived both as major advantages (for supporters) and dangers (for opponents) of e-cigs. The debate is not only between scientists, politicians, and regulators; e-cig users (vapers) have also been actively involved, both by publishing letters34 and in social media.35 Vapers feel ignored or insulted,36 but so do scientists.37 This is probably derived from the explosive growth in e-cig awareness and use over the last few years, indicating that e-cigs are indeed a disruptive technology. This is creating fears and a precautionary approach, which in many cases could be described as misleading, originating from ideological opposition.38 Characteristically, the reviews on e-cigarettes safety, analyzing almost the same studies, resulted in substantially different conclusions.39–41 This controversy, and the numerous media stories accompanying it, can only result in confusion not only among consumers, but also among politicians and regulators who have the responsibility to make decisions that affect public health and consumer protection.

Current approach to e-cig regulation and the precautionary principle

As an expected result of the aforementioned controversy, there are different approaches to e-cig regulation between different countries, and even between different states in the USA.42,43 In many countries, e-cigs are currently considered as a consumer product and are available on the Internet, in convenient stores, or in specialized shops. Several countries in South America and in Asia have introduced a complete ban on these products. In other cases, the regulation is related to the presence or absence of nicotine in the liquid. In the USA, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is working on a proposal to regulate e-cigs, while the EU decided to regulate e-cigs within the 2014 Tobacco Products Directive, which will be implemented in May 2016. Many regulators tend to classify them as tobacco products, mainly because this would facilitate tough regulations which already exist for tobacco products. The basis for this classification is that nicotine is derived from tobacco. However, it is hard to substantiate the appropriateness of such a legislation since there is no tobacco in e-cigs and nicotine is introduced in purified form according to pharmaceutical standards. Moreover, it is disproportionate to assimilate e-cigs with tobacco cigarettes, considering the vast difference in the risk profile of the two products.

Currently available evidence raises no doubt that e-cigs are by far less harmful than smoking. This can be supported by the facts that liquids are made from pharmaceutical grade basic ingredients (mainly propylene glycol, glycerol, and nicotine) and food-approved flavors, and there is no tobacco and no combustion involved in the aerosol production. Chemical, toxicological, and few clinical studies39–41 as well as surveys of users further support it.27,44 Of course, there are many areas that need further research, such as establishing the safety profile of food-approved flavors when inhaled and finding ways to further reduce the low levels of contaminants and thermal degradation products found in some studies.45–48 Two important facts need to be mentioned: 1) most likely, e-cigs are not absolutely harmless, although no studies have verified any significant adverse health effects till now; therefore, there is no reason for never-smokers to be exposed to any (even minimal) risk by initiating e-cig use and 2) it is currently impossible to accurately quantify the level of risk reduction, since this can only be measured from long-term
epidemiological studies adjusting for past smoking. Considering that e-cigs are a recent development and that there is a significant delay between smoking initiation and smoking-related disease, many years are needed for research to fully characterize the possible risk profile of e-cigs.

In that context, it may seem strange that there is so much controversy, strong debate, and differences in the regulatory approach to e-cigs. The main reason for this is the use of the precautionary principle. The key element of the precautionary principle is the justification for acting in the face of uncertain knowledge about risks. It mandates the issue of preventive measures before fully substantiating the risk and shifts the burden of proof from demonstrating the presence of risk to demonstrating the absence of risk.45 The 1992 Rio Declaration of the United Nations states that:

In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely applied by States according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation.46

The precautionary principle has been introduced in EU law since 2000.47 Although it was initially applied to public health protection from environmental hazards, it has subsequently been used in other areas such as health, food policy, and consumer protection.

There has been a lot of criticism about the precautionary principle, especially when used as a basis for decision-making.48–51 However, even for those supporting the value and applicability of the precautionary principle in public health, it is difficult to currently justify the level of criticism for e-cigs and the need for restrictions up to the point of complete ban on e-cig products. As mentioned earlier, the application of this principle justifies taking precautionary measures before “full scientific certainty” has been achieved, but there must be at least some evidence of risk or harm.

**Evidence justifying the precautionary principle**

Much of the debate about e-cigs and the proposed or already implemented restrictions are based on the precautionary principle. There are four main arguments for applying the precautionary principle (Table 1): 1) the incentives and goals of the tobacco industry are to sustain nicotine addiction and profits; 2) e-cig use by nonsmokers and especially by youth may result in a new generation of nicotine addicts and may become a gateway to smoking; 3) e-cigs may prevent smoking cessation; and 4) e-cigs may be safer than smoking, but they are not absolutely safe, while dual use may result in added risk.

### Table 1 Main arguments for applying the precautionary principle to e-cigarettes (e-cigs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main arguments</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incentives of tobacco industry</td>
<td>Due to the past history of the tobacco industry, there is fear that the incentives are to create a new generation of nicotine addicts or to maintain nicotine addiction to smokers</td>
<td>Fear legitimate due to past experience but no substantiation that this is happening, strict regulations will hand over the whole e-cig market to the tobacco industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoption of e-cig use by youth and/or nonsmokers – gateway to smoking</td>
<td>E-cigs renormalize smoking; they become a new trend; they are marketed to youth through the availability of flavors</td>
<td>There is significant experimentation but very low regular use, which is mostly confined to young smokers; difficult to convince that a product competing with tobacco cigarettes will renormalize tobacco cigarette use; flavors are marketed to satisfy adult consumers demand; regulation on marketing and advertisement could deal with the risk of attracting nonsmoking adults or youth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-cigs may prevent smoking cessation</td>
<td>Studies have found that smokers have higher odds of using e-cigs, past e-cig use is associated with lower odds of smoking cessation</td>
<td>Cross-sectional studies cannot evaluate causation; e-cig experimentation cannot be reasonably associated with smoking cessation efforts and cannot successfully substitute smoking; studies have been misrepresented and misinterpreted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safer does not mean absolutely safe – dual use associated with added risks</td>
<td>There are chemicals in e-liquids and aerosol that are reasons for concern; flavors have not been tested for inhalation</td>
<td>Probably not harmless, but no proof of harm yet; nothing is absolutely safe in daily life; less harmful than smoking by a large margin; risks exaggerated by ignoring that it is the amount and not the presence of a chemical that defines toxicity; flavors safety when inhaled is unknown, but the best option is to use food-approved flavors; dual use may be beneficial if associated with significant smoking reduction, since e-cigs provide an alternative source of nicotine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Incentives of the tobacco industry

Traditionally, tobacco harm reduction approaches has been viewed as a “Trojan horse” that serves the tobacco industry interests. It has been mentioned that the only motive of the tobacco industry is to promote dual use of tobacco cigarettes and harm-reduction products so that the profit from cigarette sales is maintained. Many believe that e-cigs are just a new tool in the same strategy of the tobacco industry, sustaining dependence on nicotine. However, this ignores the fact that e-cigs were not developed by the tobacco industry. In fact, e-cigs were largely ignored by the tobacco industry until 2012, when the first acquisition of an independent e-cig company by Lorillard took place. In the meantime, e-cig ever use increased fourfold from 2009 to 2010 and tenfold by 2011. In fact, e-cigs have been a consumer-initiated and consumer-driven product. Although the tobacco industry is justifiably approached with caution and suspicion due to past experience, there is no real evidence or substantiation that e-cigs are promoted by these companies as a way of protecting tobacco cigarette sales. Moreover, even if we accept that the only motive of the tobacco industry approach to e-cigs is for profit sustainability and not for genuine interest in public health, strict regulations will only promote the industry goals by handling the whole e-cig market to it since they have the financial and structural ability to comply with expensive regulations. This will additionally stifle innovation and competition, making e-cigs less effective as smoking substitutes. Finally, although it is true that e-cigs could probably sustain nicotine dependence, it should be emphasized that the goal of the public health is to reduce morbidity and mortality and not to enforce a specific behavior or to judge habits. Considering the minor impact of nicotine in smoking-related disease and death, the public health should distance itself from an ideological war against nicotine use.

E-cig use by nonsmokers and youth

Another argument used by those supporting strict regulations and/or bans is related to e-cig use by youth and by never-smokers, and the potential of e-cigs to serve as a gateway to smoking. In many cases, the studies supporting such an argument suffer from methodological errors, while in other cases, there is misrepresentation or misinterpretation of data. The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has reported a continuous elevation in e-cig use among high school students from 1.5% in 2011 to 13.4% in 2014. However, during the same time period, smoking prevalence has decreased from 15.8% to just 9.2%. Although the data do not substantiate a causation link, they strongly question the gateway to smoking hypothesis because, in that case, an elevated smoking prevalence would have been expected. An analysis of the CDC data from 2011 to 2012 explored the association between e-cig use and smoking. The authors found that e-cig use was associated with higher odds of smoking and concluded that use of e-cigs does not discourage, and may encourage, conventional cigarette use. However, their conclusion was inappropriate considering that they were analyzing a cross-sectional survey and did not take into account population characteristics which play a crucial role when determining potential causation. This was evident when, using the same methodology in the analysis of the 2011 CDC data, it was found that pharmacological and nonpharmacological smoking-cessation interventions were also associated with higher odds of smoking as well as higher smoking frequency and higher tobacco cigarette consumption. Obviously, it would have been unreasonable to support that smoking-cessation interventions probably encourage smoking; most likely, it is the heavier smokers who try several methods for smoking cessation, and those are the ones most likely to fail due to higher dependence. Moreover, the CDC surveys classify current e-cig use as use even on 1 of the past 30 days. A recent study showed that, among those reporting use in the past 30 days, the vast majority were infrequent users, especially for never-smokers (89.5%). Therefore, CDC surveys exploring youth use suffer from an important methodological error, which does not allow the interpretation of e-cig use beyond trial related to curiosity. Studies using more appropriate questions in other countries, such as the UK, have found very low prevalence of regular use by youth or by never-smokers. A characteristic example of results mispresentation is a study of e-cig use in South Korean adolescents. A press release presented the study findings with a statement: “We are witnessing the beginning of a new phase of the nicotine epidemic and a new route to nicotine addiction for kids”, referring to e-cigs. However, according to the study results, 18.3% of all participants were ever cigarette-only users, 8.0% were ever dual users (tobacco cigarette and e-cig), and only 1.4% were ever e-cig-only users. The authors clearly mentioned in the study: “It was rare for students no longer using cigarettes to be among current e-cigarette users”. Obviously, the major problem in Korean adolescents is the high prevalence of tobacco cigarette use rather than e-cig use. Thus, although e-cig experimentation is increasing, there is no evidence of regular e-cig use by youth and never-smokers, while the gateway to smoking argument is largely hypothetical and not supported by current evidence. Another strong relevant argument is that flavors...
used in e-cigs are marketed to attract youth, and some authorities have tried to implement a ban on flavors availability (http://www.nydailynews.com/blogs/dailypolitics/bill-ban-sale-flavored-e-cigarettes-blog-entry-1.1965179). However, a survey of >4,000 e-cig users found that flavors are appealing to adult e-cig users, most of whom were ex-smokers, and that they played an important role in their effort to quit smoking and in preventing relapse to smoking.27

### E-cigs preventing smoking cessation

The issue of e-cig use preventing smoking cessation has been extensively discussed based on the results of several studies. For example, Al-Delaimy et al28 surveyed 1,000 Californians at baseline and after 1 year. They evaluated whether e-cig use at baseline predicted quitting behavior at follow-up and found that reporting ever use of e-cigs reduced the odds of reducing cigarette consumption or quitting smoking. However, the study was not even designed to assess whether e-cigs promote or prevent smoking cessation and included a complex list of exclusion criteria which introduced strong bias. For example, assessing ever use at baseline might include people who had already tried e-cigs and failed before the follow-up period. Moreover, the comparison between smokers who had tried e-cigs at baseline and those who reported both at baseline and at follow-up was that they would never use e-cigs. It was inappropriate to define the control group using a variable determined at follow-up because, obviously, one of the reasons that some participants reported at follow-up that they would never use e-cigs is because they have quit smoking. Also, the authors excluded smokers who thought they would not or might not use e-cigs, but who ended up using these devices between baseline and follow-up. Again, some of them might have quit smoking by using e-cigs, but this group was not included in the analysis. The study made every effort to exclude those who might have succeeded in quitting smoking by using e-cigs, but this group was not included in the analysis. The study made every effort to exclude those who might have succeeded in quitting smoking by using e-cigs between baseline and follow-up, and included only those who smoked and had ever used e-cigs at baseline. Another characteristic example of such misinterpretation was the study by Vickerman et al64 from Alere Wellbeing smoking cessation services, in which they followed up smokers who had already failed to quit with e-cigs in the past and found that those who had tried e-cigs were less likely to quit. That was an unexpected finding, since smokers who had tried e-cigs had already failed to quit at baseline and most likely represented a group of smokers harder to quit. In fact, Alere Wellbeing clarified this issue in a press statement mentioning that:

> The recently published article by Dr Katrina Vickerman and colleagues has been misinterpreted by many who have written about it. It was never intended to assess the effectiveness of the e-cig as a mechanism to quit.65

### E-cigs safer than smoking, but not absolutely safe

It is commonly mentioned that, although e-cigs may be safer than smoking, they are not absolutely safe. There are many problems with this argument. It is a fact that some chemicals of concern have been found in e-cig liquids and aerosol.66–69 However, contaminants are present in almost every food product, water, and the environment. Thus, the term “absolute safety” is not accurate or applicable to modern daily life. We currently have no data on whether the minimal levels of toxins present in e-cigs could result in measurable adverse health effects, but probably there is some residual risk. Nevertheless, the main issue with e-cigs is to first define their safety in relation to smoking, and subsequently to find appropriate measures to make them as safe as possible. Some studies have overestimated the risk due to methodological errors, mostly abusing the e-cig devices in laboratory conditions, resulting in severe overheating and evaluating the aerosol content in unrealistic conditions.70–72 Another argument in the same context refers to dual use of tobacco and e-cigs. It has long been postulated that smoking reduction confers no risk reduction.73,74 However, those studies did not assess smoking reduction with the use of an alternative source of nicotine, thus it is highly likely that smoking reduction was accompanied by compensatory smoking which could maintain or even elevate the level of toxin exposure.75–77 Moreover, studies evaluating the effects of smoking reduction do not show consistent results,78,79 while other studies have shown an almost linear association between smoking consumption and disease incidence.80,81 Thus, the conclusion that dual use of tobacco cigarettes and e-cigs is not harm reduction is purely hypothetical and not supported by any evidence. In fact, dual use may have important health benefits if there is substantial reduction in cigarette consumption and if enough nicotine is obtained from e-cigs to prevent compensatory smoking. A preliminary study in a small group of asthmatics found that even dual use (with a significant reduction in consumption from 22 to five cigarettes per day) resulted in objective improvement of their disease condition.82 Moreover, dual use is an expected intermediate period before complete cessation. Finally, in the case of tobacco harm reduction, the public health impact is not only related to safety but also to acceptability and use by the consumers. For example, NRTs are very safe products, but because of the limited use and their limited efficacy in smoking reduction or cessation, they have a small public health impact. It is important to find...
the balance between acceptability and risk, overcoming the temptation to look only at safety.

In conclusion, the arguments used for applying the precautionary principle to implement severe restrictions or bans are mostly hypothetical and unsupported by evidence. Thus, although they definitely warrant monitoring and further research, they cannot be used to substantiate decisions on regulatory restrictions or bans. Moreover, applying strict regulations or sales bans will prevent the scientific community from exploring the unknowns and determining the true impact of e-cigs on public health.

**Regulatory proposals in the face of some uncertainty**

Between the many knowns and unknowns about e-cigs, there is one certainty: regulation is a necessity. In most cases, regulation is interpreted as restrictions. However, it should be regarded as setting proper rules that will ensure good quality products, removal of avoidable risks, and targeting the intended population (smokers), while avoiding initiation and long-term use by non-smokers. This is a very challenging process. It must take into account the following: how e-cigs are used in realistic settings, what are the potential benefits and risks from encouraging use, how will regulation comply with innovation and future development, and how to make the regulations financially sustainable to maintain a competitive advantage for e-cigs against tobacco cigarettes. Several options in regulating e-cigs are available (Table 2).

**Ban all e-cigs or nicotine-containing and flavored e-cigs**

One of the options is to ban e-cigs or selectively ban nicotine-containing liquids and/or flavors. This is based on the precautionary principle discussed earlier. A characteristic example of the problems related to such regulation is Canada, where electronic products that dispense nicotine by inhalation fall under the Food and Drugs Act of Health Canada and can only be marketed if being approved as new medications. As a result, Canadian smokers have to break the law if they want to have a reasonable chance of quitting smoking with the use of e-cigs.

A complete ban on e-cigs or nicotine-containing and flavored e-cigs would create significant ethical issues, related in some cases to unintended consequences. It would be a paradox to ban a less harmful form of nicotine intake (e-cigs), while allowing the sales of the most lethal form of nicotine intake (tobacco cigarettes). Nicotine seems to play an important role in the success of e-cigs to substitute smoking, especially during the period of e-cig use initiation, while flavors provide the necessary satisfaction not only to smokers but also to ex-smokers and now-established e-cig users, helping the former in their quitting attempts and the latter in preventing relapse. Banning nicotine or flavors would only make e-cigs less appealing to smokers. Even though there is currently no evidence that flavors attract never-smokers who subsequently become addicted to nicotine, an important ethical question is raised: should a product, which is probably beneficial for a part of the population (smokers), be restricted or banned (which could reduce or eliminate its efficacy as a smoking substitute) because some other parts of the population (nonsmokers) decide to voluntarily adopt its use and expose themselves to a new (even minor) risk? Finally, a decision to ban e-cigs would deprive scientists from the ability to verify or dismiss the health concerns forming the basis for applying the precautionary principle.

**Regulation as medicinal products**

Another option is to regulate e-cigs as medicinal products. This option was considered during the writing of the new EU Tobacco Product Directive, but this was dismissed by some

---

**Table 2 Pros and cons of different regulatory approaches for e-cigarettes (e-cigs)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulatory approach</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ban on sales</td>
<td>Avoid use by nonintended population</td>
<td>Prevent smokers from using an alternative less harmful product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban on nicotine-containing</td>
<td>Avoid nicotine intake by nonintended</td>
<td>Does not address risk of using nonnicotine liquids; ban on nicotine will make smoking cessation extremely difficult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>products</td>
<td>population</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicinal regulation</td>
<td>Ensure maximum safety</td>
<td>Extremely expensive; will make products unattractive; will hinder innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco regulation</td>
<td>Ensure the application of restrictions</td>
<td>No need for applying restrictions similar to tobacco products; false impression that e-cigs are of equal risk to tobacco products; will discourage use by smokers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>similar to tobacco products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer regulation</td>
<td>E-cigs are used as consumer products</td>
<td>Does not address specific issues relevant to e-cigs like nicotine content; may create the impression that they could be used by the whole population as a new habit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
scientists and was finally not retained in the final text. The main arguments for such regulation were to ensure consumer safety and accurate product labeling. Again, there are unintended consequences from following this path. Medicinal licensing requirement would hinder further development of e-cigs, because small improvements would require new licensing applications, dramatically extend the innovation timescale, and make the cost of innovation prohibitive. Consequently, the costs for e-cigs would increase, and tobacco cigarettes would remain a more attractive option for smokers because they are not subject to such regulation. Moreover, this would bar the route to small innovating companies, leaving the whole market to the tobacco and pharmaceutical companies, which have sufficient resources to handle these costs. It could also create a conflict of interest with their own products (cigarettes and medicines) and might undermine their willingness to further develop e-cigs. Finally, such a regulation would be contrary to the patterns of e-cig use by consumers, which is to substitute the experience perceived from smoking with a similar experience from a less harmful product; the huge variability of products and flavors is exactly serving the purpose of satisfying personal preference.

Regulation as tobacco products
A third option is to regulate them as tobacco products. In fact, the FDA has the authority to regulate e-cigs in the USA because a tobacco product is legally defined as

... any product made or derived from tobacco that is intended for human consumption, including any component, part, or accessory of a tobacco product.

Thus, they consider e-cigs as tobacco products because nicotine is derived from tobacco. There are two pathways of obtaining approval for e-cigs according to the FDA proposals. The “substantial equivalence” pathway, which means proving that a new tobacco product (e-cig) entering the market is substantially equivalent to a “predicate product”, meaning a product commercially marketed in the USA as of February 15, 2007. The second pathway is to apply for a premarket tobacco application. Both processes are cost prohibitive and would result in elimination of most of the e-cig products currently available on the market. Moreover, it makes no more sense to argue that nicotine-containing e-cigs are tobacco products than to argue that biodiesel is a vegetable product because it is derived from plants. Additionally, it would carry a misleading message to smokers that e-cigs are equally harmful as tobacco cigarettes. Of note, the EU has also regulated e-cigs through a tobacco directive, but there is a separate article about e-cigs with different requirements compared to tobacco cigarettes. Although there are many unnecessary and unexplained restrictions, such as a 20 mg/mL limit in nicotine concentration of e-cig liquids, a 10 mL limit of refill bottle content, and a 2 mL limit in capacity of refillable atomizers, the regulation proposed by the EU is more moderate, feasible, and financially sustainable compared to the US FDA proposal.

Regulation as consumer product
In many countries, e-cigs are currently regulated as consumer products for which regulation already exists (consumer protection). One example is the requirement to make tamper-proof containers; this is not limited to medicines but also to consumer products such as bleach or other potentially harmful substances. Labeling rules apply for nicotine, depending on the concentration, based on classification, labeling, and packaging regulations. Although it is true that e-cigs are used as consumer products, such regulation may not be enough because it does not deal with issues specifically applied to e-cigs and could create the impression that e-cig use would be appropriate for everyone.

Unique regulatory scheme
A proper regulatory scheme should first of all ensure that smokers are honestly informed on the relative harmfulness of the different products at stake. This has not been achieved so far. The WHO (World Health Organization) Ottawa Charter, published in 1986, clearly stated that “People cannot achieve their fullest health potential unless they are able to take control of those things which determine their health”. As stated in a WHO Europe report from 2006, the concept of empowerment in public health should ensure

people’s access to information on public health issues, their inclusion in decision-making, local organizational capacity to make demands on institutions and governing structures and accountability of institutions to the public.

So far, these needs have not been offered to the e-cig users. Considering all the aforementioned points, it is evident that e-cigs (as well as other novel reduced harm nicotine-containing products) have unique characteristics and a unique role to play in tobacco harm reduction. For this reason, a specific regulatory scheme is needed, separate from tobacco or medicinal products regulation. Regulation should implement specific quality criteria for products. Use of pharmaceutical grade ingredients where possible, as for propylene glycol, glycerol, and nicotine, should be mandatory and can be proven by providing appropriate
documentation without the need for expensive testing. Rules for the exclusion of chemicals of reasonable concern should be implemented, together with appropriate testing for possible contaminants. For example, specific rules should apply for the presence of diacetyl and acetyl propionyl, chemicals that although safe when ingested have been linked with respiratory dysfunction when inhaled. Although safety is an important priority, it should be implemented in a way that will also ensure the acceptability and appeal of e-cigs for smokers; focusing solely on safety could result in making products that only few smokers would eventually use, minimizing the positive public health impact. Additionally, manufacturing standards derived from the food industry should be implemented, adjusted for specific conditions related to e-cigs, such as handling of nicotine solutions, contamination of non-nicotine products with nicotine, etc. Labeling should be specified, with warnings about exposure to skin or through ingestion and discouragement of use by non-smokers, related to the presence of nicotine. Finally, advertising and marketing should not be banned, but appropriately regulated in order to promote use by the intended population while avoiding use by never-smokers.

Conclusion
E-cigs are a disruptive technology, with a large potential to change the history of the tobacco epidemic. Being a new product, there are several unknowns which need further research to be fully examined. However, currently available evidence is certainly showing that application of the precautionary principle to severely restrict or ban e-cig accessibility and sales is inappropriate, resulting in many unintended adverse consequences without any established benefit. The approach to regulation should be proportionate, realistic, and with the purpose of maintaining a competitive advantage for e-cigs versus tobacco cigarettes. Finding the appropriate balance between safety and acceptability of use by smokers will be important in achieving the maximum public health benefit.
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